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“Will the Freedom Commissioner look into claims of people being impacted by
man made electromagnetic radiation from digital communications and will he
support the establishment of white zones (no Radiofrequency transmitters) for
people who find themselves disabled and unable to tolerate emissions from
cell towers, NBN WiMax towers, WiFi etc? In today's technological driven and
wireless addicted society we find there are people who are really suffering
from these ubiquitous emissions from wireless emitters sited near our homes,
near and in schools, on our hospitals and in public places. Those who are
impacted are being ignored by the Government, labelled and ridiculed,
effectively having their freedoms and rights being trampled. Sufferers lack
accessibility to a safe environment which can lead to discriminatory behaviour.
To date there has been a lack of real objective health based research to look
at what the potential implications are to chronic long term exposure to these
wireless signals that have been classified by the World Health Organisation as
potentially carcinogenic. We require scientists with biological and medical
science credentials to investigate, not psychologists or physicists as is
happening today. Technical studies looking at emission levels against an RF
standard are of little value when it comes to trying to understand whether there
are health impacts to RF exposure. ”
Steve Weller ∙ 1 year ago (/community/freedom/willthefreedomcommissionerlookintoclaimsof
peoplebeingimpactedbymanmadeelectromagneticradiationfromdigital) ∙ 461 votes
(/community/freedom/willthefreedomcommissionerlookintoclaimsofpeoplebeingimpactedby
manmadeelectromagneticradiationfromdigital) ∙ 47 comments (/community/freedom/willthe
freedomcommissionerlookintoclaimsofpeoplebeingimpactedbymanmadeelectromagnetic
radiationfromdigital#comments)
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Anyone care to return home to intense INCOMING high frequency tonight? 2 & 1/2 years of high
frequency, amongst other effects. Forced from one home and now forced from my new home.Smart
meter pulsing and throbbing waves, a bed of nails implanted in the brain. 4G towers impacting on
front & rear of house, & Wifi, ringing in the brain, complete microwave hearing, radiowave illness,
head and nose at the point of exploding from pressure, furry swollen tongue, burning through the roof
of the mouth, rapidly multiplying lumps in my gums. Safe standards? What a joke. If our standards
were 'safe' then it wouldn't be possible to ilicit such a biological reaction. As I repeatedly said in 2014,
I'm not capable of selfcombusting. I encourage the development of an exclusively independent body
to measure EMR and the development of a white zone for the electrically harmed.
ARPANSA,Powercos,Telcos, if this is so safe,if these are the correct Australian standards I'm living
(dying) in, then put your money where your mouth is, BRING YOUR WIFE, AND your CHILDREN
AND your PETS, AND STAY IN MY HOME.This is a genuine offer!! It ain't safe, 'MATE!' Go on
ARPANSA, PROVE ME WRONG...Set up your equipment, monitor it 24/7. Is anyone able to provide
me with evidence that smartmeters are safe? How about mobile towers? Earthing plates buzz madly
as the towers strike. I'm set to record it for prosperity. I'm over the homelessness,the extreme harm,
the fleeing, and when not one authority will simply step up, come out AND FIX IT. FOR SALE: MY
HOUSE. AGAIN. Good on you. Thanks for the 2 and 1/2 years of EMR/EMF terror.
anita oreilly ∙ 1 year ago

Electrohypertsensitivity has been upgraded to "subtle electrocution " .You are NOT sensitive ....you
are being electrically induced . Pls see Curtis Bennett's response to the episode of "the Drum "
featuring Dr Rodnery Croft below. Veronica all these RF do NOT fall within the standards ......the SAR
(Specific Absorbtion rate ) per kg of body weight does NOT include ANY antennaes, etc . This is NOT
a safety test . There is no need for research at all .Causation is simple 'electricity" ..OHM'S LAW
.....your bioelectrical system...your body is being assaulted .
sue Cace ∙ 1 year ago

The common fallback position of telecommunications corporations and energy corporations imposing
high frequency transmissions on the entire community without choice is that products and technology
used fall within Australian standards. When put to those corporations that those standards are
irrelevant to people whom are hypersensitive, they fail to address the fact that their blanket approach
supported by Australian and State/Territory governments are rendering people extremely unwell.
Consequences include inability to work, need to relocate and live in isolation and, in some cases,
homelessness  all often without notice due to the erection of infrastructure on public land without
consultation or reasonable accommodation of safety issues. The flowon consequences have a
massive impact on government funding due to increased reliance on services by people with illness
that could be otherwise avoided, if the Australian Government took this issue seriously and caught up
with a number of other countries which recognise this as a valid and significant health issue (such as
a number of European countries and Canada).
Veronica LeverShaw ∙ 1 year ago

I can filter my water from fluoride. I can choose not to vaccinate. But I CANNOT ESCAPE the
microwaves (‘EMF’) that have destroyed the health of me and my family and friends. The radiation
from unchecked proliferation of microwave devices – cell masts, smart meters, wifi, etc – is now 1
million BILLION times that of the previous generation. EMF is invisible and as such the most
INSIDIOUS, DEADLY, SILENT, MISUNDERSTOOD, HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATION. It violates our
right to health and freedom of movement, amongst others. EMF erodes the heath of the entire
population – and goes undetected. How does it do this? There is a FULL SPECTRUM of illness
ranging from nerve and muscle pain and joint pain, CFS, thyroid problems  a myriad of health issues
 all the way though to the most devastating cancer. Having no illness signature in and of itself, but
affecting every organ and system in the body, EMF is largely IGNORED. EMF is EVER
INCREASING. At first, EMF causes illness that is labelless, and then, as EMF continues its domino
effect and breaks down DNA, diseases are identified. Diseases that were once rare  but that are now
commonplace, on the rise, and found in younger and younger people: diseases of the heart, eyes,
ears, thyroid/endocrine, diabetes, fibromyalgia, Alzheimer's, dementia, diabetes, MS, ADHD, Autism,
a plethora of neurological diseases, and cancers of every type. The cost to the individual, the family,
society, and economy is enormous. The escalating health costs are an unsustainable burden on the
individual and society  EMF is not only devastating lives – EMF is devastating the economy.
Karen Adler ∙ 1 year ago

I agree, we have choice in many things, however trying to escape electromagnetic
frequencies (emf) is proving difficult. My family fled from Sydney after being diagnosed
with electrohypersensitivity sydnrome, which is like an allergy to EMF. The kids would
come home from the school which was surrounded by 3 cell masts,with migraines. Living
in close proximity to others with wifi and wireless devices gave us heart palpitations,
tinnitus, nerve pain, achey eyes and migraines. We are healthy and pain free when we
are not exposed to these wireless devices and cell masts. This is why we moved to the
country. We are forced to live like hermits and unable to be part of the community due to
our sensitivity around EMF. Our human rights have been abolished as we cannot escape
the radiation that is forced on us. We need to adopt the “precautionary principal”— erring
on the side of caution when there’s no evidence of safety. Meanwhile the telecom
industry is operating with the assumption that with WiFi there’s no proof of harm. Yet, we
have a lot of evidence that these frequencies do in fact affect the human body. We
already know, for example, that radiation generated by cell phones penetrates the less
protected, and still developing, brain of a child to a much greater degree than it does an
adult. We also have research that shows cell phone bases provoke cardiac arrhythmias.
Plus, the studies continue to roll in. To make matters worse, school WiFi systems are
industrial strength compared to those in homes: they are so much stronger! Routers
mounted in hallways and other locations can blast that signal through as much as 18
inches of cinderblock. Dr MalleryBlythe states Estimates for the number of people with
EHS vary widely, but several countries report around 410%. In the UK this corresponds
to approximately 2.5 to 6.3 million (which is more than the number of UK wheelchair
users). This is likely to be a gross underestimation given that figures are based on the
number of people who have made the connection between their symptoms and EMF
exposure. The number of people who have mild EHS symptoms, but have not linked
them yet to exposure would be far higher. Given the ubiquity of exposure now in all
environments, it can be very difficult for people to notice the association.
Susie Cox ∙ 1 year ago

The insidious campaign to force these toxic smart meters upon every man woman and child in
Victoria has not ceased. The truth is that it is still going on full bore. Let me say this. No one and I
mean no one in Victoria has been "allowed" to retain their old meters. Some may say that they have
been allowed to retain theirs. That is incorrect. It has never been acknowledged by the Vic Govt or
the distributors that people have been allowed to keep their meters and allowed to have manual
metering. The way it works is like this. The government and the distributors have come up with an
incriminating and defamatory expression to brand those people as "those that continue to refuse a
smart meter". Yes, you are a "refusenik". You are they which have "refused". The word "refuser" is
incriminating. You are still in possession of your meter only because you are a "refuser". The
distribution companies don't seem to have any interest in maintaining any manual metering
equipment. They are only interested in forcing their accursed "smart meter" upon customers requiring
maintenance to their equipment. They are holding to ransom those customers that have retained
possession of their safe manual metering meters. The following excerpt is contained in the Energy
and Water Ombudsman's (EWOV) website in respect to the controversial manual metering fee. "The
fee will continue to be in place UNTIL THE DISTRIBUTOR IS ABLE TO INSTALL THE SMART
METER AT THE PREMISES". So your choice to remain safe and to protect your loved ones has not
been respected at all. You are a "refuser" and EWOV is part of that conspiracy to hold you to ransom.
"Those that have continued to refuse" is the means used by which the government and the
distribution companies to not have to acknowledge and rights that we have and to allow them to
continue to pursue this wicked agenda to force these toxic radiation transmitting devices upon
everyone including the "refuseniks".
Bill Nolan ∙ 1 year ago

Human Rights Commissioner Tim Wilson, Curtis Bennett has responded to the mass
subtle electrocution of Australians throught the "wireless grid " ...includes,cell
phones,routers,ipads,laptops,smart meters ,cell towers,DECT phones,baby monitors etc
....any microwave (wireless radiation) "at school should cease immediately and be
replaced with safer,faster and more secure access to the Internet . This must stop
immediately to reinstate the Rights of the Child.......safety of children comes before
education and our children are at serious health risk. WE need a Commission Of Inquiry
into "WHY " the deregulation of the Telecommunications industry allowed "an uninsulated
electrical system " that is destroying,killing and damaging Australians.....Pls read Curtis
article for the "science "and please contact him personally . he is happy to explain the
danger and science and the remedial immediate action that needs implementation It is
scientifically shameful to hear Professor Rodney Croft from Center For Electromagnetic
Bioeffects Research and I say it without malice. Sciences compliment each other and
professionals should never speak over their area of expertise. This Episode is the perfect
example of what happens when professionals across the board don't do their jobs
including the media producing the episode. When you look at the website of the Center
of Electromagnetic Bioeffects Research, you can read about the intent of their work and
the wide scope of science professionals working with them.
http://acebr.uow.edu.au/index.html The problem is they are not achieving or addressing
objectives nor will they with their gross misrepresentations of the dangers of
electromagnetic radiation. This Center for Reseach hasn't been informed that causation
linking the RF EMFs to adverse health effects has been lectured for Continuing Medical
Education Credits required for ongoing medical licensing. That means it is medical
education now and not just opinion. People reading this need to know that in order for the
RF EMFs of WiFi to hurt you, they have to hit you AND exposure codes want exposure to
be avoided because it triggers nerves. The nervous, hormonal and immune systems
work together so are all compromised when exposed to the WiFi RF EMFs. The Specific
Absorption Rate test used for limits of human exposure ADMIT they are inducing
currents. Inducing currents means you increase voltage in cells. An increase of .2
millionths of a volt changes White Blood Cells. Do you know how people are hit by the
WiFi RF EMFs? The Specific Absorption Rate Test didn't include or consider the routers
bathing the classroom with everyone in it. Professor Croft's background includes
Psychology and RF EMF interaction with humans but they left out critical
electrical/biological/neurological as well as other information. Keep it simple, engineers
and industry states that if a microwave is leaking or you are inside the microwave it is
dangerous. Australia needs to understand the SAR test left out the routers as well as all
bioelectrical information or interaction. This is an electrical reason we wire the world. As
electrical professionals there are real reasons we wire the world and wireless can be
extremely dangerous. That is the reason Government of Canada, Provincial
Governments and Industry Canada certified one professional for utilizing electricity.
When we say duck, run, stop, no, we have to listen or there could be loss of life and
production. Here is a news and letter provided to Elected Officials in Washington State at
their request and specific to WiFi liability in their schools. Professor Croft needs to
understand people bathed in the EMF are not just sensitive, they are being subtly
electrocuted. The name of the test used for the limits of human exposure is specific to
absorption of EMFs inducing currents. IEEE should be very embarrassed leaving out the
frequencies and bioelectrical information associated with human interaction with WiFi RF
EMFs.It is scientifically shameful to hear Professor Rodney Croft from Center For
Electromagnetic Bioeffects Research and I say it without malice. Sciences compliment
each other and professionals should never speak over their area of expertise. This
Episode is the perfect example of what happens when professionals across the board
don't do their jobs including the media producing the episode. When you look at the
website of the Center of Electromagnetic Bioeffects Research, you can read about the

intent of their work and the wide scope of science professionals working with them.
http://acebr.uow.edu.au/index.html The problem is they are not achieving or addressing
objectives nor will they with their gross misrepresentations of the dangers of
electromagnetic radiation. This Center for Reseach hasn't been informed that causation
linking the RF EMFs to adverse health effects has been lectured for Continuing Medical
Education Credits required for ongoing medical licensing. That means it is medical
education now and not just opinion. People reading this need to know that in order for the
RF EMFs of WiFi to hurt you, they have to hit you AND exposure codes want exposure to
be avoided because it triggers nerves. The nervous, hormonal and immune systems
work together so are all compromised when exposed to the WiFi RF EMFs. The Specific
Absorption Rate test used for limits of human exposure ADMIT they are inducing
currents. Inducing currents means you increase voltage in cells. An increase of .2
millionths of a volt changes White Blood Cells. Do you know how people are hit by the
WiFi RF EMFs? The Specific Absorption Rate Test didn't include or consider the routers
bathing the classroom with everyone in it. Professor Croft's background includes
Psychology and RF EMF interaction with humans but they left out critical
electrical/biological/neurological as well as other information. Keep it simple, engineers
and industry states that if a microwave is leaking or you are inside the microwave it is
dangerous. Australia needs to understand the SAR test left out the routers as well as all
bioelectrical information or interaction. This is an electrical reason we wire the world. As
electrical professionals there are real reasons we wire the world and wireless can be
extremely dangerous. That is the reason Government of Canada, Provincial
Governments and Industry Canada certified one professional for utilizing electricity.
When we say duck, run, stop, no, we have to listen or there could be loss of life and
production. Here is a news and letter provided to Elected Officials in Washington State at
their request and specific to WiFi liability in their schools. Professor Croft needs to
understand people bathed in the EMF are not just sensitive, they are being subtly
electrocuted. The name of the test used for the limits of human exposure is specific to
absorption of EMFs inducing currents. IEEE should be very embarrassed leaving out the
frequencies and bioelectrical information associated with human interaction with WiFi RF
EMFs
sue Cace ∙ 1 year ago

Jemena are still behaving like bastard bullies and trying to force these accursed "AMI meters" upon
customers. These devices are not meters at all, they are radiation emitting radio transmitter devices.
There is a metrology component in the device which is a very minor component in the big scheme of
things. And Jemena are well aware that some of their customers have been made very very sick by
their accursed device. They are just bastard bullies that need to be jailed. Apologies for the
harshness but it is more than warranted.
Bill Nolan ∙ 1 year ago

Read the Bio initiative report and check the facts for yourselves.
Rosemary Trudeau ∙ 1 year ago

How can this be forced on our children, grandchildren, old people, disabled, pregnant women, etc? It
is against human rights and must be stopped.
Rosemary Trudeau ∙ 1 year ago

We need to stop rushing headlong into these wireless technologies which have not been proven to
be safe.
Rosemary Trudeau ∙ 1 year ago

A smart meter sensitised us to WiFi, so now, having moved interstate to get away from smart meters
in Victoria, we are being made sick from neighbours' WiFi and 4G. Didn't have this problem prior to
the smart meter.
Rosemary Trudeau ∙ 1 year ago
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